We investigate to what extent the spin axes of stars in young open clusters are aligned. Assuming that the spin vectors lie uniformly within a conical section, with an opening half-angle between λ = 0
INTRODUCTION
Most authors considering the statistics of orbital or rotational stellar motion assume, where relevant, that angular momentum vectors are randomly orientated. It is possible however that the physical processes of star formation lead to a preferred axis of rotation over the scale of an individual star forming region (SFR). This might arise if the direction of average angular momentum of the molecular cloud giving rise to the SFR has a significant influence on the resulting angular momentum of individual stars -for instance, if gas were constrained to collapse along strong, large-scale magnetic fields threading the cloud.
Historically, little has been discussed either theoretically or observationally about the possibility of spin-axis alignment during star formation. This would require a relatively undisturbed collapse along magnetic field lines with little disruption from turbulence or dynamical interactions (e.g. Shu, Adams & Lizano 1987) . Using circumstellar disc orientation as a proxy, some studies have suggested preferential spin alignment with the ambient magnetic field in SFRs (e.g. Tamura & Sato 1989; Vink et al. 2005 ), but others have found no evidence for disc axis alignment (Ménard & Duchêne 2004) .
A second important reason for assessing the degree of spin-axis alignment is that measurements of projected equatorial rotation velocities (v sin i, where i is the unknown inclination of the spin-axis to the line of sight) and rotation periods can be combined to provide a powerful method to determine the distances (Hendry, O'Dell and Collier-Cameron 1993; Jeffries 2007a; Baxter et al. 2009 ), radii (Jackson, Jeffries & Maxted 2009) or star formation histories (Jeffries 2007b ) of young clusters. Such statistical analyses must assume that the orientation of spin axes are random. If the spin axes in an individual cluster were in fact partially aligned, this would change the intrinsic sin i distribution for the cluster, producing biased estimates of distances, radii and age spreads.
In this paper we use published rotation data for the young Pleiades and Alpha Per open clusters to investigate to what extent spin axes may be aligned once the star formation process has finished. In Section 2 we discuss how well spin-axis orientation can be determined using measured rotation periods and projected equatorial velocities. In Section 3 we present a parameterised model for the observed sin i distribution resulting from a group of stars with partially aligned spin axes and show how well such a model can be used to determine the degree of alignment from simulated datasets. In Section 4 we compare the models with measured sin i distributions for G-and K-type stars in the Pleiades and Alpha Per clusters. Section 5 presents and discusses the results of our analyses, including new, independent estimates of the distances to these clusters under the assumption that the spin axes are randomly aligned, and in Section 6 we give our conclusions.
OBSERVATION OF SPIN AXES
Using current measurement techniques it is not possible to observe stellar spin-axis orientation directly. For young, magnetically active, spotted late-type stars it is possible to measure their period of rotation, P , from rotational modulation of their light curves and their projected equatorial velocity, v sin i, from spectral line broadening. These can be used together with photometric data and an independent measure of distance to determine sin i, the sine of the angle between the observer and the spin axis
where the stellar radius R can be estimated from the surface brightness and distance. Such observations give no information on the azimuthal direction of the spin axis, only an estimate of the inclination, i, which is also degenerate between i and π − i. The effect of restricting observations to measurements of sin i is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The left-hand panels indicate the intrinsic distribution of spin-axis vectors. The central panels show what would be observed given the lack of azimuthal information and the degeneracy in i discussed above. The right hand panels show the cumulative sin i distributions that would be observed (see section 3.1).
In the first case, where there is no preferred orientation, the uniform distribution of spin axes would be observed as a uniform inclination distribution over a hemisphere from 0 to π/2. The next case is more complicated. Here, the spin axes of a group of stars are distributed uniformly over a conical region about a central cone axis with defined inclination and azimuthal direction. This would be observed as a larger circular region on the surface of the hemisphere that is symmetric about the line of sight; the azimuthal information being lost.
The third and fourth cases show how conical regions representing the same degree of alignment would be observed at increasing average inclinations. The lack of azimuthal information causes spin axes represented by a relatively small cone area to sweep out a large area of the measured hemisphere. This concept of swept areas is approximate. A detailed treatment is given below, where the variation in number density over the swept area is modelled to calculate the cumulative probability density as a function of the opening angle of the cone, λ, and its mean inclination, α. The point here is to emphasise that azimuthal and inclination angle degeneracies conspire, especially when convolved with measurement errors (see next section), to hamper the recovery of the underlying sin i distribution.
MODELLING THE sinI DISTRIBUTION
We will use the term "sin i distribution" for a group of stars to express the set of numbers specifying the angle between the rotation axis and the observer's line of sight. Two such distributions can be considered:
(i) a true sin i distribution which depends only on the distribution of the spin axes of a set of stars,
(ii) a measured sin i distribution which depends both on the true distribution and the uncertainties and limits that apply to measurements of the base parameters used to determine sin i.
The true sin i distribution
The true sin i distribution depends on the distribution of the stellar spin axes over the celestial sphere. The simplest case is a uniform (random) distribution in which case the cumulative probability distribution depends on the area of the celestial sphere between an angle 0 and i
where the superscript o denotes the case of a uniform distribution. A simple way to represent an aligned distribution is to assume that spin vectors are uniformly distributed over a conical solid angle and zero elsewhere (see Fig. 1 ). The cone angle, λ, which corresponds to half the opening angle, determines the degree of alignment. A small cone angle means stars have nearly parallel spin. A large cone angle (λ ≈ π/2) corresponds to a uniform distribution. The mean inclination of the stars within the cone is represented by α.
The equivalent sin i distribution can then be calculated using a Monte Carlo method as follows. A set of spin axes are specified at angles θn and φn, relative to the cone axis. The cumulative probability distribution depends on the angle between the cone axis and spin axis, θn, as
and random values of θn are generated as
where Rn is a random number between 0 and 1. The probability distribution of the angle φ around the cone axis is uniform, allowing random values of φ to be generated as φn = 2πR
′ n (where Rn and R ′ n are different random numbers). The inclination relative to the line of sight is calculated by considering the triangle formed by unit vectors along the spin axis and the line of sight with respect to the cone axis. As the line of sight is at an angle α with respect to the cone axis, then cos in = sin α sin θn cos φn + cos α cos θn .
Since measurements of inclination derived from projected rotational velocities cannot distinguish between i and π − i, the effective value of sin i is given by sin in = sin(cos −1 (| sin α sin θn cos φn + cos α cos θn|)) . (6) Figure 1 . A schematic diagram showing (a) the distribution of spin vector orientations, (b) the corresponding distribution that would be deduced from sin i measurements and (c) the resultant cumulative probability distribution of measured sin i (solid line) compared to that found for a uniform distribution of spin axes (dashed line).
A Monte Carlo method is used to determine the expected distribution of sin i, for a given λ and α. A set of sin i values is evaluated for random values of θ and φ. The results are then ordered to define the cumulative distribution function of sin i. This cumulative distribution can then be used to determine a representative set of sin i values by generating random numbers between 0 and 1.
The right hand panels in Fig. 1 show the cumulative sin i probability distributions calculated for a uniform distribution and for well aligned distributions with λ = 25
• and various values of α. For λ = 25
• the true sin i distribution is significantly different from that of a uniform distribution. Thus with sufficient sin i measurements it should be possible to differentiate between well-aligned and uniform distributions, irrespective of the inclination α.
Things become less clear when λ is increased to, say, 60
• . In this case the results at low (α ≃ 20 • ) and high (α ≃ 75
• ) inclinations could still be differentiated from a uniform distribution. However, at intermediate inclinations the sin i distribution becomes quite similar to that for a uniform distribution. Thus a weakly aligned spin-axis distribution with large λ might only be discernible if its mean inclination is either low or high.
Of course, these simple considerations have so far ignored the alterations to the observed sin i distribution that are imposed by selection effects in the data and by measurement uncertainties, which are discussed in the next section.
Measured sin i distribution
An expression for the observed value of sin i is obtained from equation 1 and by assuming that the stellar radius is proportional to the product of its angular diameter and distance.
where k is a constant (appropriate to the units used) of
P obs is the observed period of a star, (v sin i) obs is its measured projected equatorial velocity, A obs its angular diameter (derived from a magnitude and colour via a Barnes-Evans relation -see section 4.2) and Dest is the distance to the star estimated by some independent method. Uncertainties in the observed v sin i, period, angular diameter and distance estimate can be represented as Gaussian distributions with normalised standard deviations of δp, δv, δA and δD, such that P obs = Ptrue(1 + δP U ) etc. where U is a random numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean of zero and unit standard deviation. Hence we can write
where
and U1 and U2 are different random numbers with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. For the moment δP V and δAD can be considered as empirically derived constants. Their values are discussed in section 4.6.
In addition to measurement uncertainties there are thresholds below which either period or v sin i cannot be measured. These thresholds are equivalent to a lower limit to sin i below which rotational modulation and periodicity would not be detected, and a resolution limit defining a threshold for v sin i detection. The latter is reasonably well defined from the observational data, but there are significant astrophysical uncertainties in the former -e.g. the latitude distribution of spots on a young, active star (see Jeffries 2007a for a discussion). We chose to represent this observational bias as a simple cut-off value sin imin, below which a period could not be obtained for a star. In Figure 2 we show that the value of sin imin has a non-negligible effect on the observed sin i distribution, so it is treated as a free parameter in the following analysis and allowed to vary between zero and 0.71. That is to say we do not specify a lower limit of sin i, and at worst we expect to be able to measure the period and v sin i of stars with inclinations 45
• and above. In section 5.1 it is shown that this is justified by the available observations.
To model the effects of the resolution limit for projected radial velocity measurement, (v sin i)min, we require an estimate of the distribution of vtrue. The approach used here follows Jeffries (2007a) whereby the intrinsic vtrue distribution is represented as a combination of a uniform distribution and an exponential decay. For the Monte Carlo analysis a fraction γ of velocities are drawn from a uniform distribution between zero and vmax and the remainder from a cumulative exponential distribution of the form P (v) = exp(−v/β). In practice the sin i distribution is not sensitive to the exact form of the vtrue distribution so parameters defining the velocity distribution (γ, β, vmax and v sin imin) can be estimated by matching the distribution of (v sin i) obs .
To take into account the threshold values of v sin i and sin i in our simulations, any realisation with sin itrue < sin imin or (v sin i) obs < (v sin i)min is excluded from the sin i distribution, since these would not be present in an observed data set. • and the dashed line shows the probability density for a uniform distribution of spin axes (λ = 90
• ). Introducing uncertainties reduces the difference in sin i distribution between the λ = 30
• cone and the uniform distribution (compare with Figure 1 ). However, the distributions are still quite different for either low or high values of α. For intermediate values (45
• ) it may still be possible to resolve the difference provided Figure 3 . Analysis of the sin i distribution measured on a group of 36 stars to determine the probability density of parameters describing the underlying distribution of spin axes as a function of cone spread (or solid angle) (1 − cos(λ)) , mean inclination, (1 − cos(α)) and threshold in sin i. The measured distribution was derived for stars in Pleiades (see Table 3 and section 4.4) sin imin ≈ 0.2. Above this, the effect of increasing sin imin is to compress the distributions along the sin i axis effectively erasing the distinction between the aligned and random spinaxis distributions.
These results were calculated for a velocity distribution described by γ = 0.33, β = 37 km s −1 , vmax = 140 km s
and (v sin i)min = 3.6 km s −1 (appropriate for the Pleiadessee section 4.5). Also shown as a dotted line in Figure 2 are results calculated assuming no lower cut off in v sin i. This produces only small changes in the modelled sin i distributions, justifying the use of a simple representation for the velocity distribution.
Fitting parameters to measured distributions
In our models there are three unknown parameters that define the observed sin i distribution -the opening half-angle of the cone, λ, that describes the degree of spin-axis alignment, the mean inclination α and sin imin which we will refer to as τ . The next step in the analysis is to determine how the sin i distribution of a group of stars can be analysed to determine the underlying parameters (λ, α, τ ), of which we are most interested in determining λ.
Elements of the measured sin i distribution are ordered to produce a cumulative distribution function. This is then compared with a Monte Carlo model sin i distribution using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. This gives an estimate of the probability that the measured data could be drawn from the same distribution as the model data set. The larger the estimated probability the more likely it is that the model parameters (λ, α, τ ) represent the measured data.
The K-S probability is calculated for all values of λi, αj , τ k and normalised by setting the integral over all parameter space to be unity, to give the probability matrix ∆ m (λi, αj, τ k ). To visualise results it is useful to sum over one or two of the independent variables to produce contour plots of probability density for two parameters of interest or line plots for one parameter of interest respectively. Figure 3 shows typical results for a set of 36 stars in the Pleiades (see section 4). Figure 3a shows a surface plot of the probability density as a function of "cone spread", (or cone solid angledefined as 1−cos λ), and the sin i threshold, τ . These results show that there is a range of λ and τ that give reasonable fits to the measured data. Very roughly, they indicate that the cone spread lies between ≈0.4 and 1 (corresponding to 55
• < λ 90 • ) and that τ < 0.5. The modelling suggests then that the measured data are most likely drawn from a nearly uniform distribution, but that there is still a finite probability of a partially aligned distribution of spin axes.
To put this on a quantitative basis we can look at a a contour plot of cone spread against 1 − cos α (Fig. 3b) . The contours contain the labelled percentage of the summed, normalised K-S probability. This shows that if the cone inclination is small or close to unity (α close to 0 • or 90 • ) then the results could only be consistent with a large cone spread 1 − cos λ > 0.6, or λ > 66
• ). However, for intermediate values of inclination the measurements are consistent with almost any value of cone spread. Figure 2 shows why this is. At intermediate inclinations there is a much smaller difference between the sin i distributions for well-aligned and randomly orientated spin axes. Figure 3c shows a summary of the results for the measured sin i distribution. The solid line shows the probability density of cone spread (1 − cos λ). Integrating under this curve gives a 90 per cent probability that the cone solid angle is greater than 0.21, corresponding to a cone angle λ > 38
• . We can also say with 90 per cent confidence that the threshold in sin i is less than 0.5.
Conditions for discrimination of cone angle
The example in Figure 3 demonstrates how an observed sin i distribution could be analysed to investigate the underlying distribution of spin-axis orientation for a group of stars in a cluster. This section considers how useful the method might be in practice. Specifically it considers: (i) Under what conditions will this method correctly recover the underlying distribution of spin-axis orientation?
(ii) What effect does sample size and uncertainty in individual sin i measurements have on the accuracy of the method? To address the first question the Monte Carlo method is used to generate sin i distributions for two scenarios. The first represents the case where there is significant alignment of spin axes of stars in the cluster corresponding to λ = 30
• . The second case represents a uniform distribution with λ = 90
• . The sin i values are produced for sets of 300 stars with typical levels of uncertainty in (sin i) obs , namely δP V = δAD = 10 per cent, a representative vtrue distribution and τ = 0.4. The cumulative sin i distributions are then analysed using the method described above to determine the probability density of cone spread, which should reflect the underlying distribution of spin axes.
The results are shown in Fig.4 for increasing values of α. For low values of α (< 45
• ) the distribution is peaked towards low values of 1−cos λ, roughly corresponding to the input value of λ. At high values of α ( 75 • ) this is also the case. However at intermediate values, the probability density becomes more uniform indicating that the sin i distribution could have arisen from almost any value of λ. The reasons for this were discussed in section 3.1 and need not be repeated here.
Where the probability density falls to zero at one end or other of the distribution, we can calculate limits on λ. For example, integration under the dashed line in Fig. 4 (where the input value of λ was 90
• ) returns a 90 per cent confidence limit that λ > 50
• . This limit is the figure of merit we choose to characterise a sin i distribution, indicating whether it results from an aligned distribution or not.
To determine the effect of sample size, measurement uncertainties and the threshold τ , a range of Monte Carlo simulations were performed. These were divided into runs with λ = 90
• and λ = 30
• . The results of analysing the sin i distributions are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The main conclusions from these simulations are:
(i) For an input λ = 90
• (Table 1) , the lower limit that can be placed on the recovered λ value is quite insensitive to 
the sample size. Observing many hundreds of stars does not give much improvement over sample sizes of ∼ 30. Neither are the results sensitive to the actual value of τ or the exact value of the measurement uncertainties.
(ii) For a strongly aligned distribution (input λ = 30
• , Table 2 ) we find that upper limits to λ are only obtained if the mean inclination α 45
• or α 75
• . Again, the gains to be made by observing very large samples of stars are not very significant, although samples of ∼ 100 may be required to identify a strongly aligned spin-axis distribution when α is large.
MEASURED sin I DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we use the previously developed ideas to model the observed sin i distributions obtained from published measurements for stars in the young Pleiades and Alpha Per open clusters. These clusters have ages of ≃ 120 Myr and ≃ 80 Myr respectively, so many of the G-and K-stars are rotating fast enough to produce measurable rotational broadening of their spectral lines -giving (v sin i) obs -and produce rotational modulation caused by magnetic starspots -giving P obs . Angular diameters are determined from reported V and K magnitudes using a surface brightness relation calibrated by interferometry (Kervella et al. 2004 ).
Measured data for the Pleiades and Alpha-Per clusters
Even in the well-studied Pleiades and Alpha-Per clusters, there are surprisingly few stars where v sin i and P are both known. The database for galactic open clusters (Mermilliod 1995) currently lists 296 stars in the Pleiades cluster with known v sin i, and 56 with known P , not all of which overlap. Similarly, there are 247 stars in Alpha-Per with known v sin i and 66 with known P . Table 3 shows the (v sin i) obs and P obs for 44 stars in the Pleiades and 38 in Alpha Per that have been identified as cluster members and for which this simultaneous information is available. Table 3 also lists the available stellar photometry, which is subsequently used to check for unresolved binarity and estimate the angular diameters. We tabulate a mean V magnitude and the (peak-to-peak) amplitude of the light curve modulation used to find the stellar rotation period. The apparent K magnitudes are taken from the 2MASS catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) . A small offset is applied to convert these to the CIT photometric system used in the evaluation of angular diameter (see Section 4.2) KCIT = K2MASS + 0.024, Carpenter (2001) .
Estimation of angular diameter
The method used to estimate stellar angular diameter in equation 9 follows that of O'Dell, Hendry & Collier Cameron (1994) . A Barnes-Evans relationship (e.g. Barnes & Evans 1976) determines the angular diameter of a star from its measured apparent magnitude and a colour index. Whilst the approach of O'Dell et al. is appropriate for the current application, the calibration data they used for the BarnesEvans relationship has been superseded. In addition, O'Dell et al. used the B − V colour index, but this is now known to be a systematically unreliable temperature indicator in magnetically active, spotted cool stars (e.g. Stauffer et al. 2003) . We prefer to use V − K, which is potentially more precise and appears less affected by stellar activity and metallicity -the latter being a potential source of uncertainty in any calibration sample. 
This is valid for dwarfs of spectral type A0-M2 and has an 
exceptionally small intrinsic dispersion (< 1%), although in our case there are other sources of uncertainty in the estimated angular diameter, notably uncertainty in apparent magnitude and interstellar extinction. To allow for interstellar extinction the corrections given by Rieke and Lebofsky (1985) (AV = 3.1E(B − V ) and E(V − K) = 2.74E(B − V )) are applied to the above expression to give log(A) = 0.5170 + 0.0755
where V is the peak apparent magnitude for the variable star (Vmean − ∆V /2) (see Table 3 ). The rationale here is to use the brightest value of V to represent an unspotted photosphere. A mean value of colour excess, E(B-V) is used for each cluster. A value of 0.032 is taken from An, Terndrup & Pinsonneault(2007) for the Pleiades and a value of 0.10 taken from Pinsonneault et al. (1998) for Alpha Per. The expression for log(A) is quite insensitive to the magnitude of the colour excess, a very conservative uncertainty of 0.05 in EB−V would only change an estimated angular diameter by 1.5 per cent.
Effects of binarity
The stars in Tables 3 will inevitably include some unresolved binaries. As the effect of binarity will be to decrease the apparent magnitude (by up to 0.75 mag) and possibly redden the star with respect to the intrinsic colour and magnitude of a single star, equation 11 shows that unrecognised binarity could change the estimated angular diameter and deduced value of sin i. To mitigate this, probable binaries were eliminated by rejecting stars that lie significantly above the mean cluster sequence in a colour magnitude diagram. To do this in a systematic manner, reference stars identified as being cluster members in the WEBDA data base which showed 80% or greater probability of membership from proper motion measurements were plotted in a V versus V − K diagram (see Fig. 5 ). Stars lying more than 0.4 magnitudes above the linear regression line through these reference data were identified as probable binaries. When this criteria is applied to the Pleiades data in Table 3 then 8/44 of the original sample were eliminated. A similar analysis for Alpha Per eliminated 2/38 of the stars in Table 3 .
Cluster distances
To calculate sin i from equation 7 we need cluster distances. We adopt 131.8 ± 2.4 pc (distance modulus 5.60 mag) for Pleiades and 176.2 ± 4.9 pc (distance modulus 6.23 mag) for Alpha-Per, based on multi-colour main sequence fitting (see Table 1 of Pinsonneault et al. (1998) ). There has been controversy over the Pleiades distance following a much lower parallax-based measurement using the Hipparcos satellite of 120.2 ± 1.9 pc (van Leeuwen & Hansen Ruiz 1997; van Leeuwen 2009). The higher distance, consistent with the results of main-sequence fitting and the distance to binary stars, has generally been been adopted in the literature. These include: a distance modulus of 5.60 ± 0.07 mag from radial velocity and interferometric measurements of Atlas (HD 23850) (Zwahlen et al. 2004 ); Munari et al. (2004) used radial velocity and photometry of HD 23642 to get a distance modulus of 5.60 ± 0.03 mag, although re-analysis of the same data by Southworth et al. (2005) gave a distance modulus of 5.72 ± 0.06 mag; parallax measurements on three stars in Pleiades made using the fine guidance sensors on the Hubble Space Telescope (Soderblom et al. 2005 ) gave a distance modulus of 5.65 ± 0.02 mag. The source of the discrepancy between the Hipparcos results and other measurement techniques remains unresolved. The distance to the AlphaPer cluster has not been investigated to the same extent as the Pleiades. The Hipparcos distance of 172.4±2.7 pc agrees well with the main sequence fitting distance in this case.
Distributions of projected velocity
For the Monte-Carlo analysis we need an estimate of the intrinsic properties of the equatorial velocity distribution (see section 3.2). These are estimated from the observed v sin i data as follows. The maximum equatorial velocity, vmax, and minimum projected velocity, v sin imin are taken as the maximum and minimum observed v sin i values. The true distribution of equatorial velocities is parameterised in terms of γ and β (see section 3.2). These coefficients are chosen to maximise the probability that a model v sin i distribution and the observed data set are drawn from a common distribution using a K-S test. Values of γ = 0.33 and β = 37 km s −1 for Pleiades give a K-S probability of 0.8. Values of γ = 0.16 and β = 54 km s −1 for Alpha Per give a probability of 0.7. We re-emphasise that the exact choice of these parameters has very little effect on our Monte-Carlo models of the observed sin i distribution (see section 3.2 and Fig. 2 ).
Measurement uncertainties
To model the measured sin i distribution we assume that statistical variations in the parameters used to derive sin i are Gaussian distributions (see equation 9) with normalised uncertainties that are derived from the measured data and published uncertainties. The source papers give uncertainties for about half the periods in Tables 3. The average of this subset of measurements gives δP = 0.03. The average normalised uncertainty for the velocities from Queloz el al. (2001) in Table 3 is δV = 0.10. Including uncertainties for data from other sources increases the average to 0.12. On the basis of these results the normalised uncertainty due to the combined effects of period and velocity, δP V , is taken to be either 0.10 or 0.15.
The main source of uncertainty in estimated angular diameters is uncertainties in apparent magnitudes. Normally these should be relatively low, say ±0.05 mag for V and even less for K. However, there is additional uncertainty for the stars used here which exhibit rotational modulation. From Tables 3 the rms magnitude variation is ∆Vrms = 0.09 mag. Taking this as an upper bound for the uncertainty in both V and K then, from equation 16, the uncertainty in angular diameter is ±5 per cent. If we include the small intrinsic uncertainties in the Barnes-Evans relationship, < 1 per cent (Kervella et al. 2004 ) and colour excess this gives a total uncertainty of about 6 per cent in the estimated radii.
The uncertainty in distance can be considered in two parts. First there is a random uncertainty due to the location of a star within the cluster. This depends on the radial depth of the cluster. We assume that the radial depth of the sample is similar to its tangential width on the sky. The Pleiades sample is located a mean distance of 0.8
• from the cluster centre, corresponding to a normalised distance uncertainty of 0.014. For Alpha Per the sample is scatter over a larger area, corresponding to a normalised distance uncertainty of 0.031 On this basis a value of δAD = 0.10 gives a conservative estimate of the combined effects of uncertainty in angular diameter and distance.
In addition to the uncertainties applied to individual stars, there is an uncertainty, δDest, in the estimate of average distance to the cluster. This produces a systematic error in the analysis, which becomes significant if the normalised uncertainty in the distance, Dest is comparable with the uncertainty in the mean value of sin i due to the combined effects of the other sources of error measured in N stars.
Thus for N = 36 stars, with δP V and δAD of 10 per cent, the uncertainty in estimated distance becomes significant at a level of 2.4 per cent. As the assumed distance uncertainties to the Pleiades and Alpha Per are 1.8 and 2.8 per cent respectively, then the sensitivity of our results to variations in this value must also be considered.
RESULTS

Probability density of cone angle for Pleiades and Alpha Per
To investigate the degree of spin-axis alignment we look at the constraints we can place on the cone angle λ. The Pleiades stars, filtered for binaries, were modelled using the method described in section 3. Normalised uncertainties of δP V = δAD = 0.10 were initially assumed. Figure 3 showed plots of the probability distributions corresponding to λ, mean inclination α, and threshold sin i value τ . Figure 6 now shows a similar plot of the probability density of cone spread ( 1 − cos λ) for both Pleiades and Alpha Per, evaluated for different levels of combined uncertainty in period and v sin i and for the cluster distances fixed at the assumed value plus or minus their formal error bars. For both clusters there is a clear increase in probability for larger values of cone spread (1 − cos λ) and therefore of λ itself. A qualitative comparison with the simulations shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate that this behaviour suggests a random spin-axis orientation, rather than one with a small λ. By integrating the probability distributions we can say with 90 per cent confidence that λ > 39
• for the Pleiades and λ > 42
• for Alpha Per (see Table 5 ). The most likely model for both clusters is one with close-to random spin-axis alignment (λ ≃ 90
• ). Figure 3b shows that a lower value of λ would have to be "disguised" in the data by an intermediate value of alignment, α (see the discussion in section 3.3). For both the Pleiades and Alpha Per we also find similar 90 per cent upper limits to τ of ≃ 0.5, suggesting that it is not until they have inclinations below 30
• that stars become unlikely to exhibit significant rotational modulation in their light curves. This supports the assumption made in section 3.2 that τ will always be less than 0.71, which corresponds to imin 45 • . Figure 6 and Table 4 also illustrate how robust these results are to alterations in our assumptions about the level of measurement uncertainty. Increasing the δP V to 0.15 does not change the probability distributions in any significant way and has only a modest impact on the 90 per cent lower and upper limits to λ and τ .
Changing the assumed distance could have more influence. In Fig.6 we show curves derived for assumed distances that are equal to the main sequence fitting distances plus or minus an error bar. For the Pleiades reducing the distance would yield a larger λ lower limit, whereas increasing the distance hints at the possibility of some alignment though still consistent with a uniform distribution. We could discard the main-sequence fitting distance entirely and instead adopt the lower Hipparcos distance. This case is also shown in Fig.6 . Whilst the cone angle probability becomes a little more uniform there is still evidence of alignment. The results in Table 4 show that λ is still greater than 40
• . We caution the reader that this should not be taken as evidence that these methods are insensitive to the assumed distance. As discussed in section 4.6, a distance accurate to a few per cent is really require for trustworthy constraints on λ.
New distance estimates to the Pleiades and Alpha Per
If we adopt the assumption that the spin-axes really are randomly oriented then we can derive an independent distance (O'Dell et al. 1994 ). This provides a first check for possible alignment of spin axes since if the distance derived assuming random orientation does not agree with the established distance there is a strong indication of partial alignment which can be investigated using the method described above. Note the converse is not true since a matching distance can also be produced by a partially aligned cluster at a favorable average inclination (45 • to 75 • ). Combining the v sin i and period data in Table 3 gives an estimated distance to the Pleiades of 133 ± 7pc. This is in good agreement with the value found from main sequence fitting of 131.8 ± 2.4 pc adopted in the last section ), but significantly higher than the Hipparcos value of 120.2 ± 1.9 pc (van Leeuwen 2009). The uncertainty in our independent distance estimate is too large to completely rule out the Hipparcos result, but clearly favors the more conventional main-sequence fitting measurement (assuming that spin axes truly have a random orientation!).
For Alpha Per the data in Table 3 gives an estimated distance of 182 ± 11pc. This agrees well with the distance given by main sequence fitting, 176.2 ± 4.9 pc, and within one standard deviation of the value derived from the new reduction of Hipparcos data, 172.6 ± 2.8 pc (van Leeuwen 2009) .
It is also interesting to compare these results with those of O'Dell et al. (1994) who used a similar technique to find the distance to these clusters, but with smaller samples. They found distances of 132 ± 10 pc and 186 ± 12 pc for the Pleiades and Alpha Per respectively. To some extent the agreement here is fortuitous. O'Dell et al. used an older Barnes-Evans calibration based on B − V data and did not exclude probable binaries. Using our data set with the surface brightness B−V relations of Kervella et al. (2004) would tend to increase the estimated cluster distance, whereas our exclusion of possible binaries reduces it.
Biases in estimated cluster distances
If the distribution of spin-axis orientation were not random then there may be a systematic error in the distances estimated in the last section and it might be possible to obtain agreement with the Hipparcos distance for the Pleiades. In Fig. 7 we show the results of Monte-Carlo simulations which investigate by what factor we would overestimate the true distance for the cases of two aligned distributions with λ = 15
• and λ = 45
• respectively, if we were to analyse the sin i distributions under the assumption of random alignment. In each case we have assumed that the mean inclination α is randomly distributed between a maximum value of 90
• and a minimum value of 15
• which corresponds to spin-axes which almost point towards the observer. We take 15
• as a practical minimum value because for lower values we simply wouldn't be able to measure any v sin i values.
The mean x-axis values for the two distributions shown in Fig.7 are both 0.99. That is, the distance we would estimate (on average) is not significantly biased by the assumption of random spin-axis alignment. However, the widths of these distributions imply a significant additional scatter. Clusters in which the spin-axes were highly aligned (λ = 15
• ), with a mean inclination α = 15
• would have their distances under-estimated by a factor of two. If on the other hand the mean inclination were to take its maximum value of α = 90
• , the distance would be overestimated by a maximum factor of about 1.2.
If λ is not 90 • , then it seems reasonable to take a 68 per cent confidence interval about the mean of the λ = 15
• distribution in Fig. 7 as an indication of the maximum additional systematic error in the estimated distance that is introduced by assuming random spin-axis orientation. Quantitatively, this amounts to an additional uncertainty of +18 −32 percent. 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The results in this paper show that analysis of the measured sin i values for groups of as few as 36 stars in a cluster can be used to investigate whether their spin axes are randomly oriented or well aligned in space. The information that can be gained is incomplete because (a) information is lost in the measurement technique, principally in the azimuthal direction of the spin axes and (b) there are significant uncertainties in the measurements of parameters used to determine sin i, which blur its distribution function.
The simulations in section 3.4 and Fig. 4 indicate that a cluster of stars with random spin-axis orientation can be identified from the strong increase in probability density with cone angle. In some cases it is easy to distinguish this from a well-aligned distribution of spin axes, but it depends on the average inclination, α, of the aligned spin axes. If α 45
• then a well aligned distribution produces a distinctive probability density that falls to zero for λ < 90
• . However, if 45 < α < 75
• then the probability density of λ becomes quite flat, giving no clear indication of the underlying distribution of spin axes. The simulations presented in section 3.4 also show that there are only modest gains to be made by observing very large samples of stars The exception would be a set of stars with a well-aligned distribution with a high mean inclination (α 75
• ). In this case a relatively large sample (≈ 100 stars) is required to clearly identify the high degree of alignment.
The first application of this technique using data for 36 stars in the Pleiades and Alpha Per is encouraging. For both clusters there is a clear increase in probability density with cone angle, entirely consistent with random spin-axis orientation. However, we cannot rule out partial alignment of the spin axes, but place 90 per cent lower limits of about λ > 40
• for both clusters. Values of λ that are much less than 90
• could only be disguised in the data if the mean inclination were between 45
• and 75
• . Our results also show that the analysis method is relatively insensitive to the exact levels of measurement uncertainty and small changes in the assumed mean distance to the cluster. These results show that for the method of analysis to be effective the average distance to the cluster taken from independent measurements needs to be well defined with a normalised uncertainty of a few per cent or better.
Should it turn out to be possible to assume that spin axes are always randomly directed within a cluster, then this allows measurements of average stellar distances, radii and age spreads. In this paper we have used this technique to derive new distance estimates for the Pleiades and Alpha Per of 133 ± 7 pc and 182 ± 11 pc respectively. These values are in good agreement with the main sequence fitting distances to these clusters. The Pleiades result is marginally higher than the Hipparcos parallax-based distance. If larger samples of stars could be measured, then unlike the test for random spin alignment, there are significant gains (improving by a factor of approximately √ N ) to be made in the precision of the mean sin i value, which in turn determines the statistical precision of the distance estimate. As there are far more v sin i measurements than known periods in both the Pleiades and Alpha Per, it would be a fruitful project to search for more rotation periods in both these clusters. However, if spin-axis orientation cannot be assumed random, then although the estimated distance remains unbiased when analysed under the assumption of randomness, there are significant systematic errors of up to +18 −32 percent, which render this technique ineffective as an independent means of estimating stellar radii or cluster distance.
Well defined distances should soon become available for many more open clusters following the launch of the GAIA satellite. In addition periods are now being measured systematically in nearby clusters (e.g. Aigrain et al. 2006) . As these data become available it will be interesting to compare the distances derived from satellite based parallax measurement with those estimated from the measured period and rotational velocity. If all results agree within measurement errors then this would support the general assumption that spin-axes are randomly orientated in space over the scale length of a cluster. This is because it would become increasingly unlikely that the spins in all clusters were aligned, and had a mean inclination in the range 45
• -75
• . Conversely, if the spin axes in some clusters are well aligned there would be a reasonable chance (≃ 55 per cent if we can assume that the mean inclination from cluster-to-cluster is a random variable) of observing a cluster with an average inclination of 45
• or 75
• in which case significant alignment could be identified using the method described in this paper.
